
 Terrawagen Sprinter Fender Armor installation                       
Thanks for buying our product! Please read these instructions prior to install. 

A) Terrawagen only approves installing the fender armor according to these written instructions. WARNING: Failure 
to install according to these instructions will invalidate the warranty. This includes, but is not limited to, using 
alternative installation methods, hardware, or materials. DO NOT USE: SuperGlue, or similar products on the 
parts. 

B)  Fit: Fender flares should be held to the vehicle surface to verify correct type and fit BEFORE beginning 
installation or painting. Small fit adjustments can be made by trimming (filing, sanding, or cutting) excess 
plastic. 

C)  To prevent acid from insects permanently etching the surface of your Fender Armor, Terrawagen   recommends 
the use of either of these 2 products. Black wow, Meguiar’s ultimate black or Mothers back to black.   

D) The continued use of these products will ensure your Fender Armor will look great for a long time. 

E) Preparing the Work Area: Clean the area of installation with a cloth and rubbing alcohol or prep-solvent to 
remove any car wax or dirt from vehicle surface.  

F) Ambient Temperature: During installation the vehicle, Fender Armor, and the tape needs to be between 60°F and 
90°F for proper adhesion. Failure to maintain proper installation temperature may result in the part not 
functioning correctly. If not within acceptable range, increase surface temperature using a heat gun or suitable 
device (hair dryer) to help reach proper range. The warmer the surface, the better the bond.  

     Sprinter Fender Armor installation 
                             Items required for easy install: Rubbing alcohol, clean cloth.             

 Step 1. locate the proper flare to install,  test fit flare on fender prior to installation. 

RIGHT side ( marked R ) is installed on right  fender . LEFT flare ( marked L ) is installed on the left 
fender.  

Left to Right orientation is based on driver  

seating position. So, let's say you're driving.  

When you make a right turn, that's the right side. 

 
 

Check out our install video here! —>



Step 2. Notice that there are 2 adhesive strips, 1 lower, 1 upper. Fold the vinyl backing so that the backing is 

accessible on top as shown in picture. 

 

Step 3. Carefully position the fender flare on the fender. While maintaining light pressure, peel the vinyl backing 

away starting with the center tabs shown in image below. Apply 30 PSI to the taped areas after vinyl backing for 

the tape has been removed.        Note: tape reaches maximum bond after 24 hours of contact.  

pull these tabs first 

More great Sprinter products at:  Terrawagen.com/Sprinter

pull these tabs first


